# 288

October 25th, 60 a.H

OUR BELOVED PROPHET COMMENTS ON
T HE NE W S
Humans are literally governed by emotions, this is what Jules Lobel, a Pitt
professor of law, and George Loewenstein, professor of economics, explained in an
article published in the Chicago-Kent Law Review. These scholars from Carnegie
Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh, School of Law, say that the
emotional responses that guide much of human behavior have a tremendous
impact on public policy and international affairs, prompting government officials
to make decisions in response to a crisis--such as the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks-with little regard to the long-term consequences, exploiting emotions for their own
end.
The understanding of the way emotions dictate our
life has been a big part of the teachings of the
Prophet Rael for the last 30 years.
Here are the comments he made today regarding
this publication:
This is exactly what I have been teaching for the
last 30 years... in fact we are more “homo emotionalis” than “homo sapiens”
which means wisdom. And our job is to accelerate the metamorphosis from
“homo emotionalis” to “homo sapiens”...or disappear in a self destruction
triggered by "enthusiastic" negative emotions. Patriotism, racial, religious or
sexual intolerance are all rooted in negative emotions. And criminal leaders from
politics or religions are using it to get more power. But the worst of all are the
media and journalists who use it only to make more money, inciting emotional
hatred, triggering wars and genocides.
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One more time, without the media, criminal politicians like Bush and Blair, or
religious fanatics have no power to manipulate the public in order to spread like a
pandemic of negative emotional reactions. After September 11th, 25 % of
Americans, in some areas, were in favor of sending nuclear bombs on
Afghanistan. A sticker was sold about it in large numbers and put on American
cars, and 80 % of Americans believed wrongly that Iraq was connected with this
handful of terrorists justifying the criminal invasion of a sovereign country. Now
Bush and Blair are trying, delivering other lies, to create another "positive"
emotion, justifying the illegal occupation by claiming wrongly that it's "for
promoting democracy" and "serving as model for the whole Middle-East".
Colonialism was filled exactly with the same lie of "positive emotion", claiming
that it was to bring to "African savages" the benefit of Christian civilization...Then
invaders, torturers and “slaverers” were thrilled by the emotion of doing
something good for their victims.
Exactly the same also for Nazi criminals who really believed that they were
helping humanity by protecting it from the Jewish people...
And nowadays the same negative emotion is used against religious minorities
called "cults" or "sects", mostly by the main propagators and “triggerers” of
negative emotions: the media and journalists. The fact that religious specialists,
theology teachers, sociologists, psychologists and others scholars explain clearly
that religious minorities called cults or sects deserve as much respect as large
dominant religions doesn't matter. What matters is that negative articles about
them sell more papers and create a higher audience. So the media and
journalistic mafia use it and manipulate the public to create more hatred.
Thankfully Julius Streicher, chief editor of the most important German
newspaper was condemned to death at the Nuremberg trial, without killing or
hurting anybody himself, but only by inciting hatred by his anti-Semitic articles
during the Nazi era.
Let's hope that today judges apply the same rules before members of "cults" or
"sects" are killed by people filled by hatred by the media. If not, if they wait until
such a crime occurs, then the condemnation will again have to be as harsh as for
Julius Streicher. Today the media and journalists should think about it before it
happens: if one day members of a "sect "or "cult" are killed by people motivated by
the negative emotions instilled in them by the media and journalists, they will
have to be prosecuted criminally as well as Streicher for inciting indirectly
sensitive people to commit this crime by playing on their negative emotions.
ABOUT “ETHI-CYSTS’ FEAR”
Two articles were published this week, on the same day, regarding the public
perception on some scientific developments. One was on nuclear power as a clean
energy source, listing all what could be wrong. The other one was about stem
cells as US scientist team announced they have developed a way of harvesting
stem cells without destroying the embryo they grow in. But campaigners said
they still had concerns and urged scientists to concentrate on other areas.
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Here are the comments of the Prophet RAEL on these themes:

Here we have again "ethi-cysts" fanaticism against science ...as they talk about
possible damage due to stem cells harvest...a real scientific mind would test and
prove it first! What if there is no damage? Oh, they already have the answer:
interfering with "natural" (a.k.a. god) process...as well as antibiotics, vaccines,
organ transplant, contraception etc... J
And regarding nuclear power: the same "ethicists fear" about nuclear energy as
stem cells... the truth is that nuclear energy is the cleanest industrial way to
produce energy, much cleaner than oil, gas, or even a very "natural" wood
fire...Our global pollution index applied also to energy, would help the public to
understand it….

DIFFUSION AROUND THE WORLD
At first, let’s salute the fantastic work of Cameron and his internet team …
thanks to them, and thanks to the Prophet RAEL who agreed to give away his
books, 13828 e-books were downloaded during the month of September!!! Wow…
hard to catch-up with J
But it is also thanks to you all around the world who are the witnesses of the
Prophet RAEL, living your philosophy and stating your happiness to be Raelians
at every moment… let’s have a glimpse of the Raelian planet….
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In Asia
Japan
An article was published this week on the Magazine Flash, 2nd largest picture
magazine in the country….
Here is an excerpt of what they wrote:
For Raelians (members of the Raelian Movement) who think the Elohim created human beings in their image
through their advanced science and art, their nude is the best work of art designed by the Elohim.
Are the nudes of these beautiful
members the result of random evolution?
Or are they works of art designed by the
excellent scientists on another planet?
What do you think after looking at these
pictures?
The Raelians' three fundamental rules
about love "Each person is free to follow
his/her own chosen path as long as
three fundamental rules are observed:
1.Respect the freedom of choice of
everyone as to their partners and their
tastes.
2.Be fully conscious that no other human
being can belong to us in a sense of
ownership.
3.Always seek the happiness of those whom we claim to love.
On these bases, everything is possible, couples, having 100 partners, being homosexuals, heterosexuals, or
bisexuals."
It also says, "Never be jealous, for jealousy is the opposite emotion to love."
About these Raelian philosophy, go to www.rael.org

Pretty good isn’t? The two women on the pictures are Raelians who volunteered .
As this newsletter is public, we can reproduce only one picture here, the softest
oneJ. The other ones will be
displayed in a few hours-days on
our site Raelianews.org, in an area
being created now, where you will
have to certify, that you are above
13... J

Mongolia
By Fusa

★ The Transmission Ceremony
was held in Mongolia for the first
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time!
One year ago, the guide Kouji, who began the diffusion of the messages in
Mongolia, thought about contacting intellectual upper classes in order to spread
the messages fast and efficiently in this country with a small population. This
idea about the importance of diffusing among celebrities was originally given by
Maitreya Rael, and Kouji followed it. In just a year, there was a record of 28
people coming to have their transmission done during the ceremony.
Topshun who was appointed national guide of Mongolia during the Asian seminar
last summer, came back to her country, and hustled enough to prepare for a twohour lecture given by Kouji, in co-operation with his friend, Mr. Agi, a professor of
Japanese language at Olhon University - international university of foreign
language studies, as the translator.
Kouji, Alice and I arrived at Ulan Bator in the evening on the 5th of October. At 9
o’clock the next morning, we went to Olhon university, and were guided to the
lecture room, where 250 students were waiting for
us.
Students eagerly listened to Kouji, and Topshun
about the Asian seminar and the transmission
ceremony to be held the next day. They rushed in to
buy the books of the messages, which were very few
in number. Except for the 3 copies kept aside for
donation to the university, we sold out all the rest of them - 32 copies before we
knew it.
Without enough time for our lunch, we went back to our hotel to grab the rest of
the books, and left in a hurry for an agricultural college to deliver a lecture of the
messages to 150 students in the afternoon as we had planned.
This university was an old school of Binebat, with whom Kouji became friend at
his initial visit to Mongolia. In the late afternoon, Mr. Binebat introduced us to
Mr. Shengel, one of the 76 Congressmen,
so we could hand over one copy to him.
Next day on the 7th, for the transmission
ceremony, we went to the hall and were
surprised to see that this place, where 70
seats had previously been arranged, was
packed with 100 students. Some of them
had read a copy of the messages in one
single night. We were a little concerned
about many of them being so young, so we
asked them to consider the importance of
the transmission carefully.
Finally, even though some of our Mongolian friends could not come due to their
work, 10 men and 18 women - in total 28 people had their cellular code
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transmitted. There were more women than men reflecting the ratio of the
population in Mongolia.

In South America
COLOMBIA
By Alan Rojas, national guide

This month has been fantastic in Colombia. 3 newspapers
published articles about us and we have also been invited to a
few radio shows.
We elaborated a new strategy that enabled us to contact 250 students. We chose
to go and talk directly to professors who are teaching matters linked with the
messages. If they are biologists we offer them to talk to their pupils about
Intelligent Design. If they teach philosophy, we offer the sensual meditation, if
they are in politics, we talk about “geniocraty”…
Ruby Macea and my assistant Angel have been contacting professors like that in
many colleges and have good results. I am right now planning several conferences
thanks to them.
We used to offer ourselves through letters, but had no results. Now, we forget
about the protocol, we go and meet directly the professors, without anything but
our smile and our proposal. Then it is a matter of probabilities, some accept,
some say no. But a majority says yes.
After that, I just have to go to the college and present our videos, outlining the
theme that is in relation with what is taught in the class and telling the students
that they can download the e-books on our website.
Thank You so much beloved Prophet for giving us the opportunity to live such a
passionate adventure.
PS from the editor…. Daniel, the continental guide asked me whether it would be
possible to clone Alan… I have the feeling I know why;-)
MEXICO
By Miguel Contreras, Guide

Hello dear brothers.
Please receive my love.
I am feeling so happy as I have just accomplished
something big J. I have just sent the teachings of
Rael ( Book “The Maitreya”) to more than 150 people,
all of them artists or people related to art, authors,
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painters, sculptors, etc…. I found their addresses in a government listing.
This short letter was sent with the book:
“We are happy to share with you the teachings of Rael, the last Prophet, hoping
they will inspire you as they inspired many artists, among which the French
writer Michel Houellebecq with his most recent novel , The possibility of an
Island.
This dynamic Mexican guide, Miguel Contreras, is now in charge of the celebrity
team for the South American continent.
Congratulations Miguel and our best wishes of success in your new mission.

In Africa
BURKINA FASO, a GMO story
During a scientific meeting in the USA, a question was raised about Burkina Faso
and its decision to adopt GMO while all the other countries around were not
going in that direction. This question was then asked to the African guides and
here are some answers…
From Lamane, bishop guide in BF:
Everything started with the visit of Brigitte and her meeting with the Minister of
Education and scientific Research on September 16th, 2002. At this time, the
government was against the GMO and we explained to the minister that it was a
big mistake, that they should review their position and have the scientists from
Burkina learn this technology. The same day BB was giving a conference
attended by University professors, scientists, .. it was a real teaching for themJ)
and she gave radio interviews and a press conference. All of this made a lot of
noise and the message of BB apparently was heard as, just a year later,
Monsanto started experiments on Cotton in an experimental station, about 5km
from Elohika. At the same time, a meeting of African ministers on the subject was
held in Ouagadougou with 300 participants including the presidents of Mali,
Niger, Ghana and Burkina who said yes to the GMO that day.
The government also started to educate the public on the subject and sent young
scientists to be trained at Texas A&M University.
After the conference of BB, the Clonaid announcement and the interview of our
Beloved Prophet in February 2003 that has been aired many many times, we
decided to train the level 3 to talk about these technologies and they cover
universities and High Schools, giving talks everywhere on these subjects. We had
a lot of success and professors called us to give speeches in their class during
their teaching hours.
We can definitely say that the Raelians helped in changing the perception of the
public regarding these new technologies….
As Leon Badiara, guide level 4 in BF was saying…. Let’s be proud to be Raelians,
let’s be proud to be among those who dare and change the world… We influence
our environment more than what we think.
As an illustration, several newspapers in BF published the entire press release of
the Raelian Movement explaining how GMO are good for Humanity and reporting
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a speech of the Prophet Rael who said in Ghana that “ Africa could be selfsufficient for food in 3 years if it adopts the GMO and could export food all over
the planet in 7 years”.

IN GABON

Arnold DJOUD and Elohiza
Elohiza et Patience DABANY, musician from Gabon and former wife of the President

The Gabon team attended the “Continuity gala”, invited by the artist Arnold
DJOUD, friend of Thomas Kaenzig. This gala was organized by reknown artists of
the country to support the actual President as a candidate for reelection.
We met many celebrities and were able to give them a CD about the Messages as
well as an invitation to the seminars in Gabon. The evening was really beautiful
and two Raelian stars attracted the attention. Lamour, guide level 4, was so
glamourous that she was taken for one of the artistsJ
Elohiza, National Guide of Gabon.

Miss Gabon (Cornellia), Elohiza
and Miss Malaika (Sonia)

9 MONTHS OF POWERFULL DIFFUSION IN C

the artists and some members of the government on stage.
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In North America
USA

By Pablo Betancourt, Responsible for Public Relations with Hispanic communities in the USA
and national guide of Cuba

Willie Girald, a Raelian scientist, participates to a debate on cloning. On Friday
the 21st, our friend from Tennessee, Willie Gerald, Ph.D. in Biology, participated
by phone to the Spanish speaking TV show, "Costa a Costa”, that is aired all over
the US and on the internet. A Catholic priest from the Bronx was also invited. The
debate lasted an hour and Willie was very good, giving scientific information as
well as the messages of our Creators to the listeners who often called to criticize
the attitude of the Catholic Church towards Science.
I was the first one to call from Las Vegas, asking when the Catholic Church would
learn from its mistakesJ
Willie was able to encourage people to read the book "Diseno Inteligente" and at
the end of the show, our internet address was posted. Willie received more than
60 emails right after …. Many thanks to Willie, Diane Brisebois, Nadine Gary and
the whole PR team who made it possible to have one of us on TV J
Con amor.
In Canada, the Pauline Marois Saga continues...

This picture shows the team of Raelians from Quebec who went on October 19th
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to the Capitole to attend another talk of Pauline Marois, the elected woman who
is seeking the position of head of a party... a party to which Raelians massively
registered so that they can voice their disapproval to be treated as second-class
citizens as they have been lately by her. ( See previous contacts).
On October 19th, they were 50 white knights entering the room and already the
organizers were embarassed and asking questions about what we intended to do.
Some of us were told they cannot enter as they were recognized from the previous
meetings. Of course this couldn’t stop us as we know our rights! And we certainly
couldn’t miss such a unique moment!.
We were seated in the first rows and as soon
as Pauline Marois started to talk, we slowly
got up following the sign of our guide Jocelyn.
The talk was supposed to last 4 min, we tried
to be slow enough in our departure so that it
also lasts 4min, 4 min of religiosity,
connected to each others and to the Elohim...
ready to act so that our rights are respected.
At the exit, journalists were waiting, Jocelyn
Chabot explained our position with calm and
religiosity.
********************
The following day Marisse went to another of these meetings in
Boucherville, and had the guts to ask Mrs Marois when she
arrived : “ I am a member of the party, I am a woman, I am
Raelian, I feel like giving you a chance, but can you give me
some insurance that I will be well treated?” Pauline Marois
offered, as an answer, to talk with Marisse after her conference
and she indeed came to meet her afterwards. During the
conversation, she expressed some regrets about her behaviour
on the TV show she attended with our Beloved Prophet ....
However, the day after, she went back to her old habits, denied her regrets and
made more disrespectful comments about the Raelian Movement and its leader to
a few journalists who happily reported them...
The story is not over, stay tuned, more next weekJ

EMOTIONS….
9 MONTHS IN CHICAGO...
by Syndie
Thank you dear Marina and adorable
Chris for your help during my great
adventure in this awesome city... I
have to go back to Canada for a year,
but my pleasure of having the
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privilege to spread the Message of our Creators in the US, with you guys, was an
extraordinary experience... I wish it to each and every one of you! Just do it!
You’re gonna feel sooooo strong and blossomed!
During my stay, I met plenty of amazing people, among them Patrick Jones who
is a great artist.
He wrote a poem for me that I couldn't keep for myself... He is probably coming
to the next seminar in Canada... Yessssss! ;-)
Love, Peace and Peaches! x0x
Enjoy!!!
"This field of grass is life
I lay upon this field, where ever I wish
Looking up to the sky, at the sun shine
and I am warm insideThe grass is cooling me, and comforting
Grounded I am, with the earth as my bed
Remembering that I am a blade of grass
growing with rain, dancing with wind
one is for ever, and infinite within
Connected to others; to experience
to share, to love, to laugh, and cry
to build, to create, to live
As I lay upon this field of grass
Surrounded by lifeI wonder what it might be like to fly;
I pull from the ground one blade of grass
I hold the blade of grass to the sun
I wait for a moment, for a strong breeze
I set the blade freeand watch it spiral away in the wind
floating on that silent, invisible wave
that grass is me and part of my story
The blade of grass will fly away
for a short time
but will always land to a gentle rest
to become part of the earth again
surrounded by sky and stars
and millions of other blades of grass...:)"
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